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Abstract 

 

The dynamics of solid state dewetting phenomena of a 50 nm thick, mazed bicrystalline Al 

film on single crystalline α-Al2O3 (sapphire) substrates was studied in-situ using an 

environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM). The bicrystalline Al thin films served 

as a model system where the influence of grain boundaries and texture effects are well 

determined compared to polycrystalline films. The experiments were performed in controlled 

oxidizing and reducing atmospheres at 773 K and 823 K, respectively, to shed light on the 

differences in dewetting mechanisms and dynamics. While the reducing atmosphere led to 

spontaneous dewetting at 823 K after an incubation time of a few minutes, a hierarchical 

dewetting process was observed for the sluggish dewetting under oxidizing conditions. Voids 

initiated at (substrate or surface) defects and expanded trying to maintain a hexagonal 

shape. Pinning and depinning processes led to a discontinuous void growth and irregular 

void shapes including finger instabilities. As a consequence, the void growth followed a 

variety of power law exponents between 0.10 and 0.55. A new microkink-flow mechanism 

was discovered at the terminating Al planes at the void.  

 

Keywords: In situ; Solid state dewetting; Thin films; Capillarity phenomena; Interface 

diffusion 
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1. Introduction 

 Interpretation of dynamics on post-mortem samples is challenging due to the loss of 

time resolution which may obscure the actual interplay of the dominating mechanisms [1, 2]. 

In-situ techniques allow the direct observation of time-dependent phenomena, e.g. layer 

growth, grain growth, oxidation or phase transformation and reveal the details of the involved 

mechanisms [1, 3-5]. In the present work in-situ environmental scanning electron microscopy 

(ESEM) was used to investigate the dynamics of the solid state dewetting behavior of mazed 

bicrystalline Al thin films on sapphire under well-defined atmosphere and temperature 

conditions. 

 Solid state dewetting is usually controlled by surface diffusion and capping layers can 

be added on thin films in order to suppress dewetting [6, 7]. However, material transport via 

short-circuit pathways below the passivating layer can occur [8] and lead to nanowire growth 

[9]. Void formation despite the presence of capping layers is known as a degradation 

phenomenon for Al conductor lines on SiO2 passivated Si [10]. Thermally induced stresses 

were identified as driving forces for dewetting with grain boundary diffusion as the major 

diffusion path [11, 12]. In a recent work, we have studied post-mortem the formation of 

annealing-induced voids within <111> textured (several grain orientations) 250 nm thick Al 

thin films on single crystalline sapphire [13]. Voids formed via retraction of the Al thin film 

underneath the continuous oxide layer. Grain boundary and interface diffusion were the 

dominating diffusion pathways while surface diffusion was suppressed [8, 13]. Irregular void 

shapes indicated a discontinuous void growth mechanism [8]. Temperature induced void 

formation of Al thin films covered with a capping layer was observed in literature for Al on 

passivated Si [12, 14] and Al on single crystalline sapphire [8, 13, 15, 16]. All mentioned 

studies analyzed the solid state annealing behavior indirectly post-mortem without direct 

observation of the involved processes, except for a study of Sugano et al. [17]. They 

observed the annealing induced void formation in Al thin films by optical microscopy in-situ 

on the µm level [17].  

 Solid state dewetting of thin films without capping layers was observed by various in-

situ techniques including electrical resistance measurements [18], Auger electron 

spectroscopy [19], low-energy electron microscopy [20], laser light transmission [21, 22], 

confocal laser microscopy [23, 24], atomic force microscopy [25], X-ray diffraction [13, 26, 

27], time resolved differential reflectometry [28], scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [1, 29] 

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [2, 30, 31]. High spatial resolution is only 

achieved by SEM or TEM, but for these methods the observed processes are usually limited 

to (ultra)high vacuum conditions.  

 This work reports direct observations of the dynamics of the solid state dewetting 

behavior of bicrystalline, nominal 50 nm thick Al films on sapphire in oxidizing atmosphere 
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using an ESEM. The Al thin film possesses a heteroepitaxial orientation relationship with the 

single crystalline substrate with the close packed planes and directions parallel to each other, 

which will be termed OR a/b in this article: OR a/b {111}            || (0001)             
 

(± indicates the symmetrically equivalent twin variants a and b obtained by a 180° rotation 

around the <111> surface normal). The mazed bicrystalline Al thin films serves as a defined 

model system to reduce the interference of texture evolution and different grain boundary 

types as observed for oligocrystalline or polycrystalline thin films [13, 26]. The mechanisms 

of annealing induced void formation, growth and faceting as well as finger instabilities and 

their evolution with time were tracked in-situ and further analyzed. A microkink-flow 

mechanism is observed for the first time in-situ. Dewetting under reducing atmosphere was 

also investigated to emphasize the impact of the surface oxide on the dynamics. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Thin film growth 

 Thin films were grown in a molecular beam epitaxy system (DCA instruments, 

Finland) with a base pressure of 4·10-7 Pa. (0001) oriented α-Al2O3 two inch wafers (miscut 

<0.25°, one side polished, thickness 330±25 µm, CrysTec Kristalltechnologie, Berlin, 

Germany) were used as substrates. Ar+-sputtering (200 eV, 5 min) was applied within the 

molecular beam epitaxy system to remove contaminations and structural defects were 

healed by subsequent annealing at 1273 K for 60 min. The nominal film thickness and 

deposition rate were 50 nm and 0.03 nm/s, respectively. During deposition, the sapphire 

substrate was rotated and kept at room temperature. 

 

2.2. In-situ annealing and microstructural characterization 

 In-situ isothermal annealing experiments were performed in a field emission gun 

(FEG) ESEM FEI Quanta 200 equipped with a heating stage and a gas supply unit (mass 

flow controllers from Bronkhorst) [32]. Four short time (<1 h) and a single long-term (~15.3 h) 

annealing experiments have been carried out (full datasets can be found in Supplementary 

movie 1 and Supplementary movie 2). The solid state dewetting experiments were performed 

in oxidizing atmosphere (O2, total pressure ~30 Pa) at 773 K and at 823 K in reducing 

atmosphere (67% H2/33% N2, total pressure ~50 Pa) atmosphere. All gases possessed a 

purity of 99.99%. The base pressure within the ESEM chamber prior annealing was below 

5·10-3 Pa. Temperatures were measured with a K-type thermocouple, that was mechanically 

clamped onto the sample. Secondary electron micrographs were acquired at an acceleration 

voltage of 5 kV using an Everhart-Thornley detector. Heating of the sample to the target 

temperatures of 773 K and 823 K as well as the selection of the region of interest for 

isothermal annealing experiments took up to 15 min. The areas displayed in this article are 
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representative as controlled by additional micrographs recorded after annealing at different 

locations. Comparing irradiated to non-irradiated regions, no impact of the electron beam 

was found. The in-situ setup allowed fast cooling (estimated cooling time down to 473 K 

~30 seconds) and hence quenching of the microstructure. 

 Prior to the in-situ experiment and post-mortem, the samples were characterized by 

SEM and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) using FEG SEMs (Jeol JSM 6500F and 

Zeiss Merlin) or focused-ion-beam (FIB) systems (FEI Helios Nanolab 600 or 600i dual beam 

SEM/FIB). The microstructure of the as-deposited film was also characterized using X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) in a GE Seifert diffractometer equipped with a Cu X-ray source 

(Kα = 1.54·10-10 m). The grain size was estimated by the line intercept method with horizontal 

straight lines using the TSL OIM software applied on post-mortem EBSD data. This is an 

apparent grain size (mean value ± standard deviation) due to the mazed microstructure of 

interpenetrating twinned grains. For the as-deposited film the grain size was determined from 

cross-sectional TEM samples. 

 Statistical void size data was obtained from post-mortem plan-view SEM micrographs 

and is presented by a mean value ± standard deviation of the equivalent void radius (only 

voids with an area >10 µm² considered). Individual voids were tracked during the in-situ 

experiment. The perimeter and the equivalent void radius as a function of time were 

extracted from the in-situ SEM datasets by image processing using ImageJ [33] including the 

plugin suite FeatureJ [34] and the plugin Template Matching and Slice Alignment [35].  

 The velocities of facets and microkinks were determined by measuring the position 

with respect to a reference position (temporal resolution 17.7 s for the short-term dataset 

shown in  

Figure 2, 88.5 s for the long-term dataset shown in Figure 6). 

 The error of the displacement x is estimated with two times the pixel size. For facets, 

the normal was constructed for the analyzed facets for a reference frame and the position 

along the normal was tracked. Diffusion constants D for Al were derived by analyzing the 

mean square displacement x2 of facets/microkinks as a function of time t (       . The 

measured values are apparent diffusion constants as discussed in section 0.  

 Site-specific cross-sectional specimens for TEM analysis were prepared by FIB using 

a modified procedure of the lift out technique reported in literature [36-38]. More details and 

the parameters of the applied method, briefly described here, can be found in [8]. A Pt layer 

was deposited to protect the specimen surface from Ga ion milling. After the transfer of 1 – 

2 µm thick TEM lamellae to a TEM grid, the sample was thinned to electron transparency 

with accelerating voltages from 30 kV down to 5 kV to minimize beam damage. The final ion 

beam current at 5 kV was set to 15 pA.  
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 TEM characterization of all films was carried out using a FEI Titan Themis 60-300 X-

FEG S/TEM instrument operated at 300 kV, equipped with a probe corrector for spherical 

aberration. For scanning TEM (STEM) measurements a spot size of 0.15 nm and a 

convergence semi-angle of the electron probe of 23.8 mrad were used. Probe currents of 

~70 pA were applied for imaging and up to 400 pA for energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS) measurements. EDS experiments, were carried out in STEM mode using a FEI Super-

X windowless EDS system with 4 synchronized silicon drift detectors attached to the Titan 

Themis. A high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector covering the angular range of 

collection semi-angles from 73 to 352 mrad was used for imaging. High signal to noise ratios 

for the atomically resolved STEM HAADF micrographs, were obtained by stacking of up to 

60 frames using the Smart Align software [39] 

 

3. Results 

3.1. In-situ microstructural evolution 

 3.1.1. Discontinuous void growth mechanism 

 The initial, dense, homogenous Al film possessed defects like scratches and surface 

contamination in the form of aggregates. They were visible at a few locations and were used 

as markers during the in-situ experiments. 

  

 

 
Figure 1 Left: Void evolution with annealing time observed in-situ in the ESEM (~40 min, O2, 
~773 K. A part of the micrographs is missing due to sample drift. The full region of interest 
can be seen in Supplementary figure 1 and the complete dataset is shown in the 
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Supplementary movie 1). Right: Superposition of the perimeter after selected annealing 
times and variations of the void centroid with annealing time. 
 

 The in-situ SEM micrograph sequence in  

Figure 1 shows the discontinuous evolution of a void with annealing time (~40 min). The void 

initiates close to a defect (scratch) in the Al film and opens with a hexagonal shape with 

alternating short and long facets. As the void grows its shape deviates from the hexagon due 

to pinning of the triple line at various locations, e.g. defects. Pinning can eventually be 

overcome, and Al film retraction continues. As a consequence of pinning the growth speed 

varies from place to place and the voids adopt asymmetric shapes. A typical evolution of the 

shape is shown in  

Figure 1 (right) as overlay of the void perimeter for different annealing times (background 

SEM micrograph for t0 + 904 s). The change of boundary conditions which results in a 

variation of the growth direction can be visualized by a change of the centroid of the void with 

annealing time ( 

Figure 1 right). The centroid of this void moves by ~1.7 µm which is large compared to its 

maximum dimension of ~5.0 µm. The void grows towards a direction away from the pinning 

obstacles, which is in this case the scratch on the top left side.  

 

 

 
Figure 2 a) Overlay of the positions along the normal of the facet as a function of time on the 
reference frame at t0 + 283 s. b) The relative distance as a function of time for the facets 2,3 
and 4 reveals a discontinuous Al film retraction. Inset shows a zoom-in between 0 and 900 s. 

 

 These side facets of the void which do not interfere with the scratch were tracked 
(see facets 2, 3 and 4 in  
Figure 2a) and their position changes are shown as colored lines in  
Figure 2a. The positions along the facet normal of a reference frame (t0 + 283 s) are plotted 
in  
Figure 2b. The irregular void growth and shift of the centroid prevented the tracking of all 
facets from the first frames and the identification of a unique starting point. Thus, the relative 
distance of each track is shown, whereas the first detected point serves as the relative 
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starting point. Pinning events and the subsequent depinning at later stages can clearly be 
observed for facets 3 and 4 ( 
Figure 2b). At the beginning of the void growth, a faster diffusion was observed. For facet 3, 

the shortest facet, a maximum value of ~8·10-15 
  

 
  was measured for the first frames. For 

the longer facets 2 and 4, the initial points were not tracked, but estimated from a straight line 

from the point where the void initiated to the facet position at t0 + 283 s. The diffusion 

constant for them was in the range ~4·10-15 
  

 
. An average diffusion constant of ~1 – 2·10-

15 
  

 
 was found for all moving facets. 

 

 3.1.2. Void growth kinetics 

 The velocity of the retracting facets decreases as the hole grows. For example, in the 

case of void 1 ( 

Figure 1), the average velocity of the moving facets 2 – 4 is in the range of ~0.5 – 1 
  

 
 for 

the main growth regime. In the initial stages, facet velocities up to ~15 
  

 
 were observed 

depending on the pinning sites (e.g. Void 1 in Supplementary figure 1a).  

 

 
 
Figure 3 a) Microstructure of the region of interest for the long-term in-situ annealing 
experiments after reaching the final temperature ~773 K. b) Temperature induced 
microstructural changes after ~15.3 h annealing (O2, ~773 K, see text for details, the full 
dataset can be seen in the Supplementary movie 2). The evolution of different features with 
time is indicated by the white rectangles. c) Equivalent void radius evolution with annealing 
time for the voids 4 to 6 (Note: for void 4 the time of the initial void formation was set as t0, for 
void 5 and 6, the absolute time was used because the initial void formation was not 
observed). 

 

 The equivalent void radius rvoid can be described by a power law function of the 

annealing time t: rvoid ~ tx. The power law fit applies for the main growth regime. Different 

power law exponents were extracted for different voids tracked in the same dataset: rvoid 1 ~ 

t0.36, rvoid 2 ~ t0.26 and rvoid 3 ~ t0.11 and they stay constant for short-term experiments 
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(Supplementary figure 1). Some voids are already present when reaching the target 

temperature of 773 K indicating that they form during heating up (e.g. voids 5 and 6 in 

 

 

Figure 3). In addition, new voids form during the isothermal treatment after various incubation 

times (e.g. void 4). In the long-term experiment, the growth of individual voids slows down 

(void 4 and 5) or even stops. This can be seen in the change of the slope in the log-log-plot 

in  

 

Figure 3c. In summary, the power law exponent x of the individual voids varies from 0.10 and 

0.55 depending on the pinning of the retracting film at obstacles. 

 

 3.1.3 Formation of microkinks and fingers 

 Varying boundary conditions during void growth causes the formation of complex void 

morphologies. Faceting instabilities or microfaceting, finger instabilities, and pinch-off 

processes occur as a result of pinning as shown in Figures 3 – 7 and Supplementary movie 2 

for the long-term experiment (~15.3 h). Pinning and depinning of a retracting Al front during 
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the dewetting process is shown for void 4 in the SEM image sequence (only selected frames) 

and the perimeter evolution of the void is displayed in Figure 4 (see also Supplementary 

movie 2). Coincidentally to fingers, faceting occurs in the right part of the void shown in 

Figure 4. 

  

 

 

Figure 4 Left: Sequence of SEM micrographs of void 4 (indicated in 

 
 
Figure 3) revealing pinning and subsequent depinning for distinct regions of the retracting Al 
film. Faceting instabilities are observed for different annealing times. Right: The 
superposition of the void perimeter is shown for selected annealing times for the main growth 
phase. 
 
Figure 5 shows an unexpected microkink-flow diffusion mechanism along void facets 

resulting in film retraction and (micro)facets. Supplementary figure 2 shows the size of the 
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microkinks into the void which is in the range from ~20 nm to 300 nm (max. ~800 nm) in 

post-mortem SEM plan-view micrographs. The position of the microkink along the facet was 

tracked as a function of time and is shown as overlay on the SEM micrograph in Figure 6a 

where the first and last frame, where the microkink was observed, were merged. Within the 

experiment the microkink moved back and forth, once each in this sequence, removing two 

“steps/rows” of the facet. The relative distance to the intersection of the facet with the 

adjacent one at t0 + 351 min (reference position) as a function of time t is shown in Figure 6b. 

For both motions, forward and backward, the first steps could not be resolved because of 

limits in spatial and/or time resolution. During the turning back, a jump of the microkink 

occurred (~620 nm in 885 s). The motion of the microkink is discontinuous on a local scale 

due to pinning. The average backward motion occurs faster (      ~0.16 
  

 
) compared to the 

forward motion (     ~0.06 
  

 
). During the jump, the extrapolated velocity       ~0.70 

  

 
 is a 

magnitude higher. The analysis of the backward motion (jump excluded) revealed an 

average Al|void interface diffusion constant of ~2·10-16 
  

 
, whereas the apparent diffusion 

constant varied from ~4·10-17 to 3·10-16 
  

 
 on a local time scale. For the forward motion an 

average apparent diffusion constant of ~8·10-17 
  

 
 with local variations from ~2·10-17 to 3·10-

16 
  

 
 was calculated. 
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Figure 5 The solid state dewetting mechanism of a large void via a microkink-flow process 
along the Al sidewall facet is shown in the sequence of SEM micrographs of the marked 

region of void 5 in  
 
Figure 3. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 6 a) Overlay of the positions of a microkink moving back and forth along the facet as a 
function of time on the merged, color-coded SEM frames at t0+351 min (Al|void interface in 
white) and t0+916 min (Al|void interface in intense blue). b) The relative distance as a 
function of time for both microkink motion reveal a discontinuous motion on a local scale 
affected by pinning and different local velocities. Note the different magnitude of time 
compared to  
Figure 2. 
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Figure 7 The formation of an isolated finger is revealed in the sequence of SEM micrographs 
of the marked region of void 5 in 

 
 
Figure 3. Pinning of the retracting Al thin film and subsequent retraction at both sides of the 
pinned region leads to the formation of a finger. With increasing annealing time a pinch-off of 
the finger is observed and the adjacent, now disconnected Al thin film forms a straight facet. 
 
 Both phenomena, formation of a finger and faceting, are observed in the SEM 

micrograph sequence in Figure 7. As the Al film adjacent to a pinning point retracts, a finger 

builds up and lasts for ~300 min. The adjacent Al film possesses distinct facets with 

increasing time while faceting instabilities occur due to the microkink-flow mechanism 
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described above. Within a recorded image frame (acquisition time ~2 min), the finger pinches 

off and forms an isolated thin line. The base of the former finger is unstable and is 

subsequently removed. The removal of the base and the formation of a defined facet occurs 

relatively fast (<100 min) compared to the depinning of the finger in Figure 4 (~500 min). The 

resulting Al film becomes straighter. The dewetting process continues via the microkink-flow 

mechanism along the newly formed facet resulting in faceting instabilities. Alternatively, 

depinning of complete fingers can also occur as observed in Figure 4. The curvature of the 

marked Al film finger increases. The curvature is described by the angle φ between the two 

feature facets which decreases from ~120° down to ~41° when the pinning condition is 

overcome and the Al film retraction continues. A second pinning event occurred at the lower 

Al|void interface in Figure 4, but is overcome despite a comparably high angle φ of ~109° 

(Supplementary movie 2).  

 

 3.1.4. In-situ annealing in reducing atmosphere 

 In-situ annealing at ~823 K in reducing atmosphere (67% H2/33% N2, ~50 Pa) led to a 

different solid state dewetting behaviour compared to the one observed when annealing in an 

oxidizing atmosphere. After dwell times in the range of minutes once the desired temperature 

has been reached, the film breaks-up into isolated, µm-sized features within the Al film and 

regions with exposed substrate. The process is relatively fast: at 823 K it takes less than 

35 s. Supplementary figure 3 shows the resulting, complex microstructure which is beyond 

the scope of this article. However, these experiments in reducing conditions confirm that the 

sluggish void formation, diffusion-limited dewetting and pinning induced discontinuous void 

growth, as observed in an oxidizing atmosphere, is due to the presence of a stable and 

continuous surface oxide discussed for the ex-situ annealing experiment [8].  

 

3.2. Comparison of the microstructure before and after annealing 

 3.2.1. Initial microstructure after deposition 

  

Figure 8a and d show the twin structure with vertical grain boundaries and an average width 

of the grains in the range from 50 – 200 nm for the as-deposited thin film. The {111} Al pole 

figure in  

Figure 8b, obtained by XRD, revealed a ~1:1 ratio between the two twinned in-plane 

orientations OR a/b in accordance to literature [40]. The Al thin film is covered by an 

amorphous and continuous native, 3.6±0.4 nm thick Al2O3 oxide layer ( 

Figure 8c). The high interface contrast is due to Ga enrichment at the Al|Al2O3 interfaces 

which happened during the FIB TEM sample preparation as reported in literature [13, 41, 42]. 
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Figure 8 The initial microstructure of the as-deposited Al thin film. a) Cross-sectional STEM 
BF micrograph revealing the columnar grain structure of the Al thin film. b) {111} XRD pole 
figure with the two twin-related growth variants OR a/b marked. c) Combined Al- and O-EDS 
map showing a uniformly thick Al film covered by a continuous surface oxide layer. g) Atomic 
resolved STEM HAADF micrograph of a triple phase boundary at the Al|substrate interface 

with two twin-related Al grains with OR a respectively OR b taken in [    ] Al zone axis, [    ] 

Al zone axis and [     ] Al2O3 zone axis. 
 

 3.2.2. Microstructure after in-situ annealing 

 Several in-situ annealed samples (O2, ~773 K) were investigated post-mortem. Post-

mortem EBSD analysis of short-term as well as of long-term in-situ annealed samples reveal 

no change in texture (Supplementary figure 4). After annealing, the Al twin growth variants 

OR a/b are still arranged in a mazed structure, as reported for some fcc metallic thin films on 

single crystalline (0001) α-Al2O3 for certain growth conditions [40, 43-46]. Upon annealing the 

grain size increases to 1.7±1.4 µm (short-term, ~40 min) and 1.9±1.5 µm (long-term, ~15.3 h) 

which is a factor of ~10 compared to the as-deposited thin films. The stagnation of grain 

growth is in accordance to literature observations [13]. Plan-view SEM micrographs after 

~15.3 h in-situ annealing at 773 K reveal that the voids occupy ~3.9% of a ~381 x 286 µm 

large area (Supplementary figure 5).  

 For TEM analysis, selected regions of the short-term (~40 min) in-situ annealed 

sample containing voids as well as finger instabilities were prepared in cross-section by FIB 

(Figure 9a, Supplementary figure 6). Both, the Al film and the void, are capped by a surface 

oxide layer 5.5±0.4nm thick. The voids underneath a continuous surface oxide membrane 

appear dark in the SEM micrographs. After a collapse of the surface membrane, the oxide 

layer is in contact with the substrate as marked in Figure 9a and voids appear bright in plan-
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view SEM micrograph due to charging effects of the sapphire substrate. This was only rarely 

observed in-situ, but for the majority of voids post-mortem after the in-situ experiment. The 

collapse probably occurred after the in-situ experiment due to the small film thickness and 

the pressure difference between the microscope environment and atmosphere. Figure 9b 

shows the Al|void interface region without rim at the surface triple junction. The total 

thickness (metal plus oxide films) remains almost constant indicating that Al redistributes 

over large areas [8]. The STEM micrograph in Figure 9c reveals that the sectioned Al finger 

is tapered towards the periphery. The corresponding overlaid Al-O-EDS map, shown in 

Figure 9d, confirm that the finger consists of pure Al. Neither interfacial pores nor voids are 

observed in the HRSTEM micrographs of regions with intact Al film. An atomically sharp 

Al|substrate interface is observed as for the as-deposited thin film TEM sample (Figure 9e). 

The high contrast at the interface is a FIB artefact as described above.  

 

 

 
Figure 9 Annealing induced microstructural changes revealed by post-mortem analysis 
(~40 min, O2, ~773 K, corresponding in-situ movie: Supplementary movie 1). a) Cross-
sectional SEM micrograph of the region marked in Supplementary figure 6. Voids, a finger 
and a region with a collapsed surface membrane are observed. Cross-sectional STEM 
HAADF micrographs showing b) the Al|void interface region with a surface membrane, 
continuously covering both, the Al thin film as well as the void and c) the marked finger. d) 
Combined EDS map of the finger region. The finger consists of pure Al covered with an intact 
Al oxide membrane. d) Atomic resolved STEM micrograph of a region adjacent to the Al|void 

interface confirming OR a/b. The twin variants cannot be distinguished in the present Al [     ] 

zone axis which is parallel to the [      ] Al2O3 zone axis (Al and O are marked red and white, 
respectively). 
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4. Discussion 

4.1. Comparison of the solid state dewetting behavior in oxidizing and reducing 

conditions 

 This in-situ study of 50 nm passivated mazed bicrystalline Al films allowed the direct 

observation of the dewetting behavior, as the initiation and growth of voids in oxidizing 

conditions. During the in-situ annealing experiments in reducing atmosphere, we speculate 

that cracks form in the covering oxide membrane because the Al film expands upon heating 

relative to the more rigid sapphire substrate. The lack of oxygen prevents healing of the 

cracks [47,48] and outward Al diffusion becomes possible. Surface diffusion is then the 

dominant diffusion mechanism for Al redistribution resulting in breaking-up of the film in µm-

sized features on the sapphire substrate (Supplementary figure 3). In contrast, for oxidizing 

conditions the surface oxide is stabilized, e.g. in O2 atmosphere in the ESEM in this in-situ 

study or by O2 or H2O as residual gases during ex-situ annealing studies [8,13,16]. This is 

also indicated by an increase in thickness of the surface oxide while still continuously 

covering the film and the voids in accordance to our previous ex-situ annealing study [8,13]. 

The diffusion processes involved in void growth have been discussed in our earlier study in 

depth [8]. In brief, Al diffusion from the Al|void|sapphire triple junction towards the 

Al|void|surface oxide and subsequent outward Al diffusion at the Al|surface oxide interface 

was assumed as major Al diffusion pathways. Still, interfacial diffusion at the Al|sapphire 

interface cannot be excluded. 

 New voids formed after different incubation times constantly as also reported in 

literature [13,49-51]. In the ESEM, void initiation at surface scratches was observed in-situ. 

However, voids were also observed to a minor degree within regions without visible surface 

defects (compare Supplementary movie 2). Void formation can also start at defects at 

substrate imperfections at the interface to the films, which could be e.g. contaminants or 

surface steps being present prior Al film deposition. 2D defects like Σ3         twin boundaries 

might also act as a starting point for void initiation. Müller and Spolenak reported that pores 

initially form at the film|substrate interface, grow preferentially along grain boundaries in Au 

thin films and evolve to voids [51]. In addition to the void initiation, all mentioned defects are 

involved in pinning events determining the evolution of the void with time as described in the 

next section. 

 

4.2. In-situ observed dynamics, pinning and microkink-flow mechanism 

 Interface and grain boundary diffusion are important diffusion pathways in the present 
sapphire substrate|Al film|surface oxide system as discussed in [8]. Al self-diffusion 

constants at 773 K are reported in the range D ~4·10-14 
  

 
 [52-54] which is higher than the 

measured ones (~1 – 2·10-15 
  

 
 for void 1 in  
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Figure 1). The determined ones are only apparent diffusion constants as no (local) increase 
in film thickness was measurable. To calculate the average characteristic length L a time t of 

40 min and the Dvolume = 4·10-14 
  

 
  from literature [52-54] were inserted in        and a 

value of  ~13 µm was found for the short-time experiment ( 
Figure 1, Supplementary movie 1). This value is higher than the maximum change of position 

for the tracked Al|void interface of ~3 µm. Interface diffusion is supposed to be the 

dominating diffusion process [8] resulting in even higher characteristic lengths L compared to 

volume diffusion. This indicates that Al could be redistributed to the surrounding remaining Al 

film. A simple calculation shows that an increase of 1 nm in film thickness for the Al film 

surrounding the void is sufficient to distribute all Al contained in the volume of void 1 

(Supplementary figure 1b, additional radius: ~11µm). However, the obtained, apparent 

diffusion constant can be considered as lower-bound estimate and differ for the void growth 

just by one order of magnitude. For a more detailed model, the influence of the newly formed 

surfaces and interfaces, capillary forces and especially pinning events should be considered 

as addressed by Amram et al. [55]. Driving forces and diffusion paths may locally vary as 

visible in the pinning events. 

 The in-situ observed void size evolution is represented by the change of the 

equivalent radius with annealing time t (see Supplementary figure 1c). It can be described by 

one power law rvoid ~ tx for the short-term experiments (~40 min) where rvoid is the equivalent 

void radius and the individual exponent x for each void varies in the range from 0.10 to 0.55. 

The results of the long-time (~15.3 h) annealing experiment can only be explained by using 

two power law functions with two different exponents for one void which might be a result of 

a decreasing driving force and/or varying diffusion path.  

 

 

 

Figure 10 Sketch of pinning affected void growth mechanisms in plan-view: a) facet pinning, 
b) finger formation and c) microkink-flow (Al thin film in grey, void in white, pinned triple line 
in red, growth directions in white, further growth steps in dashed white).  
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 The void size evolution for ex-situ annealed 250 nm Al thin films containing two 

twinned ORs (rotated by 30° relative to each other) was described by a power law rvoid ~ t0.23 

[13]. The different exponent of the ex-situ study can be caused by statistics (many voids, but 

poor time resolution for the ex-situ annealing study and vice versa for an in-situ study) as 

well as by other parameters such as film thickness, texture, grain size (evolution), and 

distribution of obstacles. Especially the film thickness is known to strongly influence the solid 

state dewetting kinetics [6]. 

 This in-situ study reveals discontinuous void growth mechanisms due to pinning: void 

facet pinning, finger formation and microkink motion (see sketch in  

Figure 10). Pinning of the triple line can explain the irregular shaped voids observed in ex-

situ studies which deviate from the initial hexagonal void shape ( 

Figure 10a) [8, 16]. Depinning can additionally occur as shown in Figure 4. The degree of 

complexity to describe the dewetting phenomena is increasing with annealing time due to 

varying boundary conditions affecting the void growth and also leading to additional 

microstructural features, e.g. fingers and microfacets. 

 Pinning induces the formation of Al fingers as schematically shown in  

Figure 10b. While the front around the finger recedes, the finger gets longer and may even 

pinch-off as observed in-situ (Figure 7). Fingers are observed in most cases parallel to the 

<110> direction and confirm anisotropic film retraction [56]. The formation of fingers and 

pinch-off during solid state dewetting is found for various systems in literature [6,21,57,58] 

and is commonly described to be caused by an unstable, retracting edge. A finger is a 

feature of very high curvature which instability increases as its length increases. The 

increasing tensile stress might cause the transverse contraction leading to a concave shape 

in contrast to the convex Al sidewall at the Al|void interface (Figure 9b, c). Freestanding 

fingers were reported as the origin of adjacent faceted particles after dewetting without 

capping layer [26]. Instead of pinch-off, depinning may occur as shown in Figure 4. Thus film 

retraction continues, the finger regresses and a facet evolves. Fingers can also completely 

disappear by Ostwald ripening as observed in-situ by Niekiel et al. [31]. Supplementary figure 

2 shows faceting as well as finger coincidentally within the same void. In the previous ex-situ 

study [13] annealing of a 250 nm thick Al film, faceting and film retraction adjacent to a 

pinned position were also observed, while almost no finger formation occurred.  

 With increasing annealing time faceting instabilities were observed. Faceting 

instabilities are described in literature as a result of anisotropic edge retraction [56] which we 

observed directly in-situ in this study. The facet retraction occurs in average with 
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Dapparent = ~1·10-15 
  

 
, until the Al film is pinned and microkink motion along the facet sets in 

as sketched in  

Figure 10c. Subsequently, Al transport occurs along the facets in <110> directions by a 

microkink-flow mechanism via interface diffusion at the Al sidewall, i.e. the Al|void interface. 

After reaching an intersecting obstacle, a straight facet has been formed again, as shown in 

the SEM sequences in Figure 4 and  

Figure 5, until the microkink flow mechanism turns back. The initial stages of the microkink-

flow mechanism seem to occur faster than the SEM frame time in the in-situ experiment. The 

obtained, apparent diffusion constants are one or two magnitudes lower compared to the 

facet movement. The reason for the different diffusion constants is not clear, but even at this 

time scale pinning events were observed. Different microkink heights (~20 – 800 nm) were 

found, whereas for higher microkinks faceting could be resolved by SEM (Supplementary 

figure 2). The combination of a pinned microkink with one or several following microkinks 

pinned at the same obstacles results in an increase in microkink height and finally faceting 

instabilities (observed in-situ for the long-term dataset in Supplementary movie 2). Post-

mortem EBSD revealed that one void is usually surrounded by several twin boundaries which 

could act as pinning obstacle (Supplementary figure 4). 

 

5. Conclusion 

 The solid state dewetting behavior of a self-passivated mazed bicrystalline Al thin film 

model system was investigated in-situ in an ESEM. In-situ annealing experiments in reducing 

atmosphere at ~823 K led to rapid solid state dewetting and the formation of µm-sized 

features. In contrast, in oxidizing atmosphere the surface oxide is stabilized, surface diffusion 

suppressed and dewetting slowed down, which takes place by formation and growth of voids 

in the Al film underneath the oxide capping layer via interface diffusion. Faceted void 

formation and growth were observed at ~773 K in 30 Pa O2 atmosphere and the bicrystalline 

{111}           || (0001)             
 50 nm thick Al film kept its orientation.  

 Void growth dynamics is influenced by the pinning events of the void|film|substrate 

triple line. It can be described by a power law rvoid ~ tx with an exponent x varying in the range 

of 0.10 to 0.55. The void growth dynamics is discontinuous due to pinning which leads to two 

mechanisms: discontinuous film retraction normal to facets and microkink-flow. The film 

retraction can be described by an apparent diffusion constant in the range of ≤ 2·10-15 
  

 
. 

Fingers may form at pinning sites. With time, depinning occurs and dewetting continues or 

the fingers pinch-off and form elongated islands as observed in some of the dewetted areas. 

Such events affect the growth of the void shapes since depinning requires sufficient 
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incubation time. As a consequence of local pinning, the void shapes deviate from an ideal 

hexagon.  

 Microkink-flow was observed as a new mechanism and occurs along the facets of the 

void causing a stepwise film retraction normal to the facet. Microkinks are related to faceting 

instabilities which are intermediate steps in cases where straight facets again evolve. They 

also result from the combination of multiple microkinks and pinning. 

 In summary, the in-situ annealing ESEM experiments confirmed the proposed 

discontinuous void formation mechanism for surface-passivated Al thin films on sapphire [8] 

and resolved unexpected mechanisms and kinetics. This study shows the potential of in-situ 

annealing experiments in the ESEM under well-defined atmospheres and controlled 

temperature conditions for resolving time-dependent details of solid state dewetting. 
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Appendices 

 

A1 Supplementary figures 

Supplementary figure 1: a,b) The full region of interest observed in-situ containing three 

voids after selected annealing times (~40 min, O2, ~773 K. The sequence for void 1 is shown 

in  

Figure 1 and the full dataset can be seen in the Supplementary movie 1). c) Increase of the 

equivalent void radius with annealing time for the three analyzed voids 1-3 of the dataset and 

the corresponding power law fits. 

Supplementary figure 2: Plan-view SEM micrograph after annealing revealing faceting 

instabilities as well as a finger (~40 min, O2, ~773 K). 

Supplementary figure 3: Plan-view SEM micrograph revealing the microstructure after 3h in-

situ annealing in H2/N2 atmosphere at 823 K. 

Supplementary figure 4: EBSD orientation maps revealing the in-plane orientation of the Al 

thin film containing only OR a/b and the presence of faceted voids (left: ~40 min, O2, ~773 K, 

right: ~15.3 h, O2, ~773 K; OR a/b in purple, voids in bright blue, Σ3 twin boundaries in white, 

area not containing indexed Al or α-Al2O3 grains in black). 

Supplementary figure 5: Plan-view SEM micrograph after annealing, before binarisation and 

subsequent void size analysis (~15.3 h, O2, ~773 K). Note: the original image size was 

binned for publication. 

Supplementary figure 6: Plan-view SEM micrograph of the selected region of interest for site-

specific TEM analysis (marked by a dashed line) shown in Figure 9. 

 

A2 Supplementary movies 

Supplementary movie 1 The short-term dataset presented as movie (~40 min in-situ 

annealing, O2, ~773 K, 5 fps, 17.7 s per SEM frame, scale bar 3 µm). Note: Charging effects 

due to the insulating sapphire substrate are visible in the raw data. The presented raw data 

was only corrected for drift. 

Supplementary movie 2 The long-term dataset shown as movie (~15.3 h in-situ annealing, 

O2, ~773 K, 5 fps, 35.4 s respectively 88.5 s per SEM frame, scale bar 5 µm). Note the 

change of the time per SEM frame after 205 frames. Note: Charging effects due to the 

insulating sapphire substrate are visible in the raw data. The presented raw data was only 

corrected for drift. 

 


